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Itinerary










Let us customise this sample itinerary to make your dream safari

When you contact Go2Africa you'll receive a free consultation with one of our Africa Safari Experts who will help you create your own perfect trip






Overview


The definitive East Africa adventure, this superb 8-night luxury fly-in safari combines Kenya and four of Tanzania’s most celebrated game reserves. Beginning with the vast open plains of Kenya’s Masai Mara, then over to Tanzania for the delightful diversity of Lake Manyara, the extraordinary Ngorongoro Crater and rolling grasslands of the Serengeti. Arguably the most spectacular game-viewing itinerary in Africa, this is the journey of a lifetime.

This adventure will take you on thrilling game drives, night drives and fascinating guided walks. It will provide exceptional views of diverse east African landscapes, cultures and wildlife. Filled with bucket-list experiences, including the option of adding on a hot-air balloon safari for a unique perspective of the vast Serengeti plains.

Ideal for seasoned and first-time travellers, couples and families alike, this wildlife and gourmet adventure combines effortlessly with a romantic Indian Ocean island getaway to make a perfect honeymoon or family safari and beach itinerary.










Highlights & Activities

What's on offer whilst on this itinerary?



	
Unrivalled Big 5 game viewing


	
Witness the Great Migration (July to October)


	
Legendary Masai Mara & Serengeti


	
Spectacular Ngorongoro Crater







	
Diverse & unique Lake Manyara


	
Day & night game drives


	
Nature walks & mountain biking


	
Selection of Africa’s best lodges
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Summary





Tour Duration: 9 Days














Start: Masai Mara, Kenya
















End: Serengeti, Tanzania








Destinations visited
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Kenya
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Lake Manyara
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Masai Mara
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Ngorongoro Crater
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Serengeti
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Tanzania











Accommodations visited
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Masai Mara, Kenya





andBeyond Bateleur Camp


2 Nights
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Lake Manyara, Tanzania





Lake Manyara Tree Lodge


2 Nights
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Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania





Ngorongoro Crater Lodge


2 Nights
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Serengeti, Tanzania





Serengeti Under Canvas


2 Nights










Itinerary


Day to day




















Days 1-2: Welcome to Kenya, The Mara Awaits!
| 2 Nights
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Masai Mara, Kenya











Upon arrival at Kenya’s Jomo Kenyatta International Airport, a vehicle waits to transfer you to Wilson Airport, where you board a scheduled flight to the Masai Mara National Reserve. Your home for two nights is the opulent Bateleur Camp. Set within the shade of an indigenous forest overlooking the grasslands of a private concession in the western Mara where the iconic ending scene of Out of Africa was filmed.

During the heat of the day, the pool offers a refreshing escape, complete with poolside loungers and the subtly attentive service of your personal butler. Your tented suite is a romantic blend of canvas and polished hardwood, with a generous bathroom and magnificent views from a private deck with a splendid view of faraway rolling plains.

The Mara has a richly varied resident population of wildlife, including all the Big 5, and the Great Migration occurs when the vast herds of wildebeest, zebra and gazelle move through the ecosystem following the rains and fresh grazing. The plains are best explored by vehicle on early morning and late afternoon game drives when wildlife is most active. Guided nature walks provide a more intimate insight into the natural environment and spotlit night drives add a thrilling sense of adventure. One of the camp’s delightful traditions is stopping at a scenic spot for refreshing sundowners during the late afternoon drive.
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Days 3-4: Tanzania Awaits! First Stop, Lake Manyara.
| 2 Nights
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Lake Manyara, Tanzania











After an early morning game drive and a hearty breakfast, you will return to Wilson Airport for a scheduled flight to Kilimanjaro International Airport in Tanzania. One more air transfer delivers you to Lake Manyara, the area Hemingway described as, ‘the loveliest I had seen in Africa’. Your home for two nights is the enchanting Lake Manyara Tree Lodge. Elegant and comfortable, the lodge’s delightful tree houses are cradled in the boughs of an ancient mahogany forest.

Manyara’s lush forests are alive with skipping blue monkeys and the joyous honking of hornbills. Inland from the floodplains lies a narrow belt of acacia woodland, home to tree-climbing lions, Africa’s graceful giants, elephants and the diminutive Kirk’s dik-dik. Clans of banded mongoose add a comical touch to the panorama. Manyara is a birder’s delight thanks to the combination of wetlands, woodlands and hot springs. Birds flourish here – a haven for many large, migratory and sedentary water birds, including flamingos, pelicans and storks.

The Lodge offers daily game viewing expeditions on foot, safari vehicle or mountain bikes, all led by expert guides, as well as night drives that offer fascinating insights into the rich nocturnal life of the Park, and the chance to spot elusive creatures like aardvark and bat-eared foxes.
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Days 5-6: Journey to the Crater
| 2 Nights
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Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania











After an early game drive and delicious breakfast, you will be transferred by road from Lake Manyara to the breathtaking Ngorongoro Crater. This is a place of wonders – from its miraculous terrain to the abundant fauna and flora it supports, from its status as a World Heritage Site to the harmonious coexistence of its people and wildlife. Ngorongoro Crater Lodge is architecturally spectacular. Perched on the edge of the crater rim, every suite offers impressive views. Glamorous opulence rules this Lodge, from the chandelier-lit bathrooms to the personal butler service and fine dining.

The Crater is the world’s largest intact, un-flooded caldera. Your route from the lodge descends over the lush rainforests of the rim, 610m (2 000ft) down to the grasslands of the crater floor, an area of about 260 square kilometres (100 square miles). This haven provides a year-round home to wildebeest, zebra, eland and gazelle, along with Africa’s densest population of lion. The rainforests shelter elephant, mountain buck, buffalo, hyena, wild dog, leopard and cheetah.rnrnSpend a full day game viewing and exploring the crater floor, stopping to picnic on the grasslands amidst the grazing herds. Return to the Lodge for sundowners on the crater’s rim and a sumptuous feast in the domed dining area.
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Days 7-8: The Legendary Serengeti
| 2 Nights
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Serengeti, Tanzania











After breakfast, a short flight whisks you to the place the Maasai call Siringitu, the ‘place where the land moves on forever’. Tanzania’s first game reserve, the Serengeti National Park is one of the last remaining natural migration corridors and one of the oldest ecosystems on earth. Its climate, vegetation and fauna have remained mostly unchanged over the past million years. The instinct that drives the annual Great Migration of more than a million wildebeest, gazelle and zebra is so powerful that neither drought nor crocodile-infested rivers can halt it.

The drive to your Serengeti Under Canvas Camp whets your appetite for more. After settling into your suite, you waste no time taking your place on the afternoon game drive. There is so much to see here that the drive lasts until sundowner time, when your ranger selects a scenic spot to stop and delve into the generous picnic hamper. After sunset, the game drive continues with a deftly operated spotlight seeking out the nocturnal creatures that emerge after dusk. You return to camp in time to freshen up and join your fellow explorers to dine under the stars. The emphasis at this camp is on comfortable luxury and a romantic, close-to-nature experience. In addition to daily game drives, we highly recommend an early morning hot-air balloon ride.
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Day 9: Farewell to Africa










After breakfast, you begin your journey home. Scheduled flights take you to Kilimanjaro International Airport and on to Wilson Airport in Nairobi, Kenya, where a driver waits to transfer you to Jomo Kenyatta International Airport for your flight home. You have seen spectacular sights and created unforgettable memories – simply close your eyes to feel the warmth of the African sun on your skin, catch the scent of wild sage on the cool evening air, and hear the low, spine-tingling call of lions at dusk. All this and more you have witnessed on your East Africa safari.
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Expert Opinion

We know because we go
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Liesel van Zyl



Product Manager

A luxury fly-in safari showcasing some of the best parks, camps and lodges in Africa.










What's Included?

	

All specified scheduled flights and applicable taxes



	

Emergency medical evacuation insurance



	

Meet and Greet service at Jomo Kenyatta International Airport



	

Park Fees



	

Transfers as specified in the itinerary









What's Excluded?



	
International flights


	
Airport taxes


	
All meals and drinks not specified


	
Tips and gratuities


	
Items of a personal nature
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See What Our Travellers Have To Say






	


Go2Africa - do it :)


Go2Africa - do it :)



Our customer experience rep Tracie was excellent in her communication. She provided us with all the details and answered questions. Her knowledge from working at a camp was invaluable as it gave first
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Incredible Experience at Kapama!


Incredible Experience at Kapama!



We absolutely loved our safari and time at Kapama! From the meticulously planned trip to the incredible people we met along the way, it was better than we expected in every way. Can’t wait to go again
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Amazing experience and organisation.


Amazing experience and organisation.



Couldn't fault, great communication from start to finish and always answered questions promptly. Felt very supported every step of the way
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Quality customization of a great 3 weeks
...


Quality customization of a great 3 weeks in Southern Africa!



They asked me what kind of trip I would like, and custom made the perfect trip for my wants. There was an issue with an airline canceling a flight, and they were there at every call helping to rectif
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Incredible African Safari


Incredible African Safari



Answered all our questions in a friendly and helpful way.
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Great service


Great service



Great service! Better than imagine! Highly recommend their service.
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Definitely the best company to handle ou
...


Definitely the best company to handle our amazing trip! We were in the best



The absolute care, concern about our trip and communication were the best I’ve ever experienced. We had a lot of logistics to deal with in our travel, and we did not have to worry one bit about those 
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Fantastic Tanzania Vacation


Fantastic Tanzania Vacation



Maureen Stover did a fantastic job planning our trip! Chanele Jenkinson & all of the in-country staff were wonderful and made this a trip of a lifetime.
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Fantastic Trip!


Fantastic Trip!



Every part of the trip worked well, from arriving in Tanzania to departing from Zanzibar. All connections were there and on time. Everyone made us feel welcome and the accommodations were superb.
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Our travel planners, Jessica and Craig, listened to our needs and wants and made suggestions that allowed my family to have one of the most memorable vacations we have taken. There was a minor issue t
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Everything went off without a hitch. We felt well looked after and safe.
Our safari at Jaci’s was top notch , beyond expectations!
It really was a trip of a lifetime.
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Uganda


Uganda



We really appreciated our guide - Shindishi. He was great. Very knowledgeable, organized and we felt very safe with him. Thanks to Go2Africa for arranging a great guide for us.
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Ashley and Bianca organized perfectly ou
...


Ashley and Bianca organized perfectly our trip to Tanzania and MafiIs islan



Go2Africa organized our magical trio to Tanzania in a very efficient way. We had all the details of our trip, they chose for us wonderful lodges, especially the new Simbavati in Serengueti Ndutu, ever
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The trip of a lifetime!


The trip of a lifetime!



Madelin and Carla were amazing! They were so helpful and made sure we knew what to expect and what to do every step of the way. Carla even sent us a comprehensive list of what to pack.
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Vacation of a Lifetime!


Vacation of a Lifetime!



Vacation of a lifetime and Go2Africa was instrumental in making it so. We got off to a great start with Go2Africa carefully creating safari options that incorporated our timing, budget, and the exper
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I would definitely recommend Go2Africa. From the first interaction, they worked with me to craft an itinerary suited to my interests, and were always on top of flight changes and other logistical thin
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Maravilhosa viagem em família


Maravilhosa viagem em família



Serviço super organizado! Tudo impecável!
As orientações antes da viagem e todo o suporte dado foi excelente! Os hotéis e transfers escolhidos foram pontuais e cordiais. Recomendo
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Magical trip best service


Magical trip best service



Best safari experience ever
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Great professional service. Very helpful and supportive. We have been taken care of every step of the way. From the moment we got out of the plane until our flight back home felt being safe. Atte
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Go2Africa made trip planning a breeze! We provided them a list of priorities and they tailored an itinerary to our exact needs. Our expectations were exceeded at every turn. We would highly recommend 
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Join Our Newsletter


Exciting lodge openings, new trip ideas, and exclusive offers…
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